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Dear Friends, 

2020 was a game-changing year around the world! The global

pandemic affecting everyone. We, young people, and our

citizens have faced a different kind of problem for the first time

in our lives! 

Many people have struggled in many aspects of their lives

including health, social, body, mind, economical-jobs, security,

and livelihood, and also in our day-to-day lives with restrictions,

distancing, and vaccines. However, one thing remains the same,

healthy and with us... our YMCA!

Our staff, volunteers, and programs adapted and continued to

move forward, not only have we continued to implement our

strategy but have managed to extend our movement in these

difficult times. 

You have a detailed report where you can read all the

challenges, adaptation, and our proud successes towards serving

our communities in 2020. 

This year has made us stronger and we remain ready to serve our

youth and communities, we were here throughout history when

it was most difficult for the world and will remain here for all of

you!

Petrit Bejdoni
President
 

Dear friends,

Friday, March 13th, 2020 will be a date not forgotten easily, I

informed our national staff team that they would go and work

from home before the government initiated the lockdown. The

COVID 19 pandemic had arrived in Kosovo and in one moment

all our youth, volunteers, staff, and programs were locked out of

the YMCA! By Monday our fantastic team had opened our YMCA

digitally! This is the YMCA spirit of putting the needs of young

people first and trying to be with them even in the most

unpredicted times.

I would like to extend my gratitude to our staff and volunteers

who worked tremendously hard to provide hundreds of sessions

online- meaning each program finished and young people still

received their certificates and could continue YMCA activities.

Despite being in a global pandemic we have worked hard and

received positive answers for institutional funds from KCSF to

implement our strategy, support from the EU office in Kosovo to

open more YMCA shops,  and further partnership with UNICEF.

I am proud that despite the difficult circumstances our YMCA

continues to grow, create jobs, inspire volunteers and be a

leading voice for young people and their needs.

I will close this message thanking all our local and international

partners who stood with us in the hard times that we faced, and

remind everyone that the sunshine always comes out after the

storm! 

Dorina Lluka-Davies
National General Secretary



TThe YMCA is the oldest and largest youth organization in the world, spanning 120 countries with 65 million

members. The YMCA in Kosovo focuses on working with young people and being active in local communities.

The red triangle of the YMCA also embodies our values and approach to work, ensuring that all our programs

and projects serve the needs of young people and their communities.

Originally started in 1920 by the British the YMCA closed in the 1940s after the Second World War. The YMCA

was then reintroduced in Kosovo in 2003, growing fast and introducing initiatives like the blue bus and work

and travel. As Kosovo developed and became independent the movement fell on hard times.

In 2013 the YMCA was rebooted with a new structure and mission; one YMCA for the whole country instead of

the traditional federation model. With the new structure, the movement grew fast and achieved its “Vision

2020” strategy, buying assets, establishing strong partnerships, and putting down foundations in communities

across Kosovo. 

Today's YMCA runs across Kosovo with retail shops, youth spaces, and the first-ever youth camp for the country

in Pjetershan.

Mission
To be an inclusive movement where people grow in mind,

body, and spirit.

Vision
A strong, credible organization working locally, nationally and

internationally.

Building future and present leaders and investing in youth.

Promoting peace and unity and celebrating each other’s

differences and diversity.

Welcome to our YMCA!

Prishtina
Peja

Gjakova
Rahovec

Junik
Decan

02 WELCOME
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1,700+
Mentor hours given
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Digital International 
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Digital Fans & Followers 
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School Session Participants
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Participants 
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2020 Highlights

Name Resolved
2020 saw us officially return to the YMCA
name in Kosovo. The issue had been
ongoing for several years and after going
through the trademark process with the
World YMCA and having an extraordinary
Assembly meeting with a unanimous vote
in favor- we legally returned to the YMCA. 

New Vehicles
This year we managed to purchase two new
vehicles to help with our ever-extending
operations. 

World Service (USA) helped us secure a
large car for transporting people and items
across the country. 

Y's Men from Denmark also supported us
buy a pick-up van for use in the retail
department.

We are very grateful for the support! 

Youth Solutions
This year despite the pandemic we have
managed to support youth solutions and
activities in Gjakova through the innovation
hub. 19,000 euros have been given to 22
groups of young people for their community
solutions. This forms part of our partnership
with UNICEF.

We have also engaged in the further YMCA
movement with our international solutions
team who participated in the Global summit,
they were awarded over $5000 for their tree
nursery.



Timeline
JANUARY
As part of the Building Bridges project
we took 50 young people from Gjakova,
Peja, Deqan and Junik to Prizren for a
cultural photo challenge, lunch at KFC,
the then a visit to the Decan Monastery-
the first time for most young people!

FEBRUARY
Our CEO Dorina Lluka-Davies
represented us in Israel for the Global
YMCA General Secretaries meeting
where she also managed to visit the
YMCA there and various holy sites. 

MARCH
We turned all our programs digital as
Kosovo headed into lockdown. The staff
across Kosovo met to design digital
programs and to create safe digital
spaces for young people to be
productive and creative during the
pandemic time.

APRIL
Our staff donated laptops, food, clothes,
toys, baby hygiene products, blankets
and Easter eggs for children in two
shelters in Peja and Gajkova. The
shelters had seen an increase in people
due to lockdown.

JUNE
We again joined the YMCA World
Challenge that was this year online.
There were quizzes, yoga, choirs, and a
dance party- our staff volunteers and
young people also got involved in the
global photo competition with their
YMCA T-shirts.

MAY
120 young people managed to complete
their leadership training digitally
despite being locked down. Zoom,
Kahoot and other interactive platforms
meant young people could still achieve
their certificates.

JULY
It was the United Nations 75th
Anniversary, YMCA partnered with the
United Nations Kosovo Team to host 75
for 75- a webinar of 75 minutes to
discuss youth issues and the future. The
UN youth envoy Jayathma
Wickramanayake was one of our
panelists.

AUGUST
Due to the pandemic, our shop in
Prishtina was switched online. In August
we launched our website and started
selling online. This project was part of
our Time of Fast project from the Y's
Men International. 

SEPTEMBER
Together with our partners the IPKO
Foundation we signed a cooperation
agreement for the creation of the first
Coalition of Youth Organizations
working with Non-Formal Education in
the Republic of Kosovo.

OCTOBER
We marked The World Mental Health
Day with our "Active Talks" an online
event conversation with young change-
makers and professionals from the field.
Our Ambassador Florent Abrashi spoke
along with some of our young trainers.

NOVEMBER
YMCA took part in the 16 days of
activism global campaign against
gender-based violence with daily digital
activities. 16 people of different
backgrounds shared their messages
through videos. This project was
supported by CARE International
Balkans.

DECEMBER
We launched the LEGO Challenge 2020.
15 groups of young people participated
from their home and challenged
themselves and their siblings to build
lego sets in two hours. Special prizes
were given to end the year in a fantastic
event in partnership with UNICEF.



YOUTH WORK
Youth Building Bridges
The project “Youth Building Bridges” worked with young

people to promote democracy, tolerance, and collaboration

between youth from different nationalities. The young people

were from four different municipalities from the west part of

Kosovo: Peja, Gjakova, Deçan, Junik, and also the village of

Gorazdevac.

Participants were from rural and different ethnicities with

young people who were from Albanian, Serbia, Roma, and

Egyptian descent joining in. 

One of the highlights of 2020 was the young people doing a

photo challenge in Prizren then visiting the Monastery in

Decan in January. 

Due to the COVID changes, our organization produced

murals for the different cities which showed through art

young people building bridges. The project was funded by

the US embassy, Prishtinë, Kosovo.

Ten Sing
In January we held our Tensiong showcase where young

people from across our YMCAs gathered together and shared

what they had been working on for the previous three

months. 

We have expanded our showcase activities so participants

can also try different art types on the day in taster sessions,

This helps young people try something for the first time but

also meet other participants from other cities, our staff team

leads the taster sessions. The showcase is always a chance to

learn and perform- young people also collect their certificates

at the event. 

Since the pandemic we have not run tensing activities, we

hope to return in 2021 to weekly sessions. 

Y Woman
Y Woman is a gender equality-based program that trains

young people through non-formal education. The second

phase of this program ran until April in two cities (Gjakova &

Peja).

 Topics included stereotypes and prejudices, equal rights in

the workplace, gender identity, roles, gender equality in the

family, and much more-Through discussions, debates, and

games, young people were able to explore the topic.

 We launched one video where we shared with the public

more about the project as well as all the results from this

project. This video was shared on our social media as well as

on the YMCA Youtube channel. This project was funded by

the Swiss Cooperation Office in Kosovo. 

  



Leadership 
Leadership is our main youth empowerment program,

which contains five levels (Community, Reality, World,

Future, and Team), each level runs for 8 weeks, where each

young people from ages 14-18 meet weekly to discuss and

to learn more about leadership topic and concepts like

volunteering, stereotypes, etc. 

The program is designed to increase young leaders'

capacities and have a better understanding of local & global

issues. Its main focus is on peer training and uses the pay it

forward methodology.

During 2020 we had more than 370 participants

throughout the year across five municipalities of Kosovo

(Gjakova, Peja, Deqan, Junik, Rahovec) of which 361

successfully completed the level and received their

certificates. In 2020 for the first time in the Leadership

projects history, we had 39 participants who completed all

five levels of the leadership project, taking a total of 2 years

to finish, these young people were rewarded with a gold

completion certificate.

During the pandemic we also created the E-Learning

Leadership platform, this platform digitalized all the

leadership levels and they are now available to be

completed online at the pace of young people. This has

firstly ensured we can socially distance during the

pandemic but secondly opens up the program to young

people who do not live in a city with a YMCA. This project

was funded through YMCA Germany's Signs of Hope fund.

mYcommunity
The project “mYcommunity” is implemented within the

framework of the “GrassRoots Action Support” project,

which is implemented by IKS, LENS, and FES, financed by

the European Union, and managed by the European Union

Office in Kosovo.

“mYcommunity” project aimed to promote the

participation of young people in democratic and decision-

making processes through non-formal education activities.

The training was over 8 weeks and included topics like

democracy, active citizenship, leadership, and participation

in decision-making processes at the local level including

young people attending their local assembly. 

We had groups in Peja, Gjakova, Junik, and Deçan. in total

around 90 participants were involved, again due to the

pandemic, we switched online to finish the project with

young people receiving digital and physical certificates.

Lockdown Activities
During the lockdown months, our youth team ensured

young people had quizzes, debates, webinars, craft

activities, check-ins, and movies as part of keeping them

busy and engaged. 



Our Gjakova Shop has been open and running despite

the pandemic, we have had a great year. 2 staff have

been working part-time on shifts in the shop and also the

Coordinator which has worked mainly in our storage have

really pushed sales this year.

Our Coordinator has maintained the two-week rotation

system for the Gjakova Shop, which has contributed to

better control of stock in the Shop and Storage. The

coordinator has also worked one day in the charity shop

which helped in deepening our relationship with our old

customers (knowing what their requests were) and

bringing new customers in.

In March due to the Covid-19 pandemic our shops had to

be closed, all the staff had been sent home waiting on

the government orders. We were allowed to open the

Charity Shops in the second half of May with restricted

precautions set by the government. As the beginning of

the year was quite tough for our Charity Shops, YMCA

Germany donated some money that went towards

paying staff salaries during the lockdown.

The Prishtina Shop even after reopening had to be closed

in June and transferred into an online format because

the shop's expenses were too high, and the shop was

showing signs of unsustainability in the pandemic

climate. We developed a website and set up a studio to

photograph the products that were going to be sold

online.

RETAIL 

Gjakova Shop, since its reopening in May, showed an increase in income of up to 50% and more in months

like June, July, October, and November compared to the other years of the shop. Before lockdown, we

managed to implement some successful sales which doubled the monthly income. From October we

started having themed sales like Halloween, Black Friday, and Christmas which attracted more customers

and translated into better monthly sales.

We have also started opening on Saturdays which has seen us take more income and along with the new

pick-up vehicle this has meant more profit than the previous years despite the pandemic. 

In October we were successful with our social enterprise bid to the European Union, this will see us open

two more stores, create jobs, and advocate for green initiatives,. The project started in late October and will

run until 2022 and is worth 114,000 euros. We also completed our Time of Fast grant with Y's Men

International this included the digital shop and building collection tins which we hope to place in 2021

after the pandemic has passed. 

Despite the closing of our shop overall, we are happy with our income, excited for the new EU project, and

committed to offering our communities quality products at affordable prices. We expect huge strides in the

next two years but coming out of lockdown and a pandemic year has meant our systems and structures are

solid ahead of the future. 





The YMCA Camp Pjetershan team gathered

together for a working weekend in the mountains

to prepare the strategic plan for the two upcoming

years. The meeting was very productive and

positive, with great energy.

The team worked on the technical and

organizational plan. Partners, fundraising, and

programs were also topics covered during the

weekend. 

CAMP PJETERSHAN
It has been a mixed year for Camp Pjetershan not

only the global pandemic but the general elections

have meant delays to the camp development,

because of this construction was postponed until

July 2020 however much progress has been made.

June 

This month we finished the amphitheater

completely and started to lay the electricity pipes

underground throughout the camp. The outside of

the accommodation blocks was tidied up and our

partner's flags proudly flew high in the wind despite

the global pandemic. 

July

The construction of the third floor started on the big

building, this includes three VIP bedrooms with

three bathrooms and storage within the roof for

activity and camp equipment. The stairwell was also

finished and finally, the building took its final shape. 

August

With the third floor finished in terms of its layout

and corridors, we switched focus to the roof. Huge

wooden beams were erected and the roof slates

quickly covered the big building. 

September

Was a busy month at the camp with window frames

being put in, extra windows were also made in the

assembly hall. We also ran the camp river under the

potential car park using concrete tubes, this will

allow more space in the car park and loading area

next year. 

October

The pipes, electricity, and walls of the big building

were put in. 

November 

Ceilings were put in, glass for the windows, and the

fire hoses all appeared. Huge strides were made on

completing the big house during 2020.  





Youth-Led Solution 

In October 2020 five staff participated in the World

YMCAs Youth-Led Solution Summit, where they had to

develop and pitch an idea with the support of their

mentor. The group also attended a virtual summit

hosted by the World YMCA and received participation

certificates from the University of San Fransisco.

 The theme of the Youth Summit was Climate Action

with a focus on Sustainable Development Goal 13, so

the team came up with the idea to build a tree nursery

house at Camp Pjetershan, where in the future young

people will plant trees that can be donated annually.

YMCA Ireland Partnership
Together with YMCA Ireland, we started working and

developing new projects which we will implement in

the future. The teams agreed to work on

peacebuilding camps, youth work accreditation and

sharing, international exchanges, and connections

between youth and volunteers.

One of the projects that we agreed to implement was

to train youth workers and ensure they have an

accredited certificate, this training will start next year.

Youth workers from Kosovo and YMCA Ireland met

together in November (via Zoom) to attend a

workshop themed "Power and Youth” which was held

by the National Youth Council of Ireland.

Hong Kong Partnership
Together with the Chinese YMCA of Hong Kong, we

started in June our first online cultural youth

exchange, where 5 young people from Kosovo and 5

young people from the Chinese YMCA of Hong Kong

met together for 4 weeks to discuss culture, SDGs, and

mental health. The aim of this youth exchange was to

understand each other's culture and keep young

people active during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Furthermore, after the first successful exchange, we

continued our partnership also in September, with the

same program and purpose, where 10 different young

people from both countries met via Zoom, to discuss

culture. After the youth online exchange was finished

young people received a certificate of participation

signed by both General Secretaries.

World Challenge
Our movement once again joined the World Challenge

on the weekend of the 6th of June. This year all the

activities were digital and included a history debate,

Global Quiz, Soul in the Machine play, dance party, and

a YMCA workout. There was also an international

photo challenge.

INTERNATIONAL





COVID RESPONSE

In April we have visited two Dukagini safe houses
(Shtëpia e Sigurt, Gjakovë and Qendra e Mirqenies
se Gruas, Peje) where during this visit we donated
bedding, blankets, laptops, clothes and chocolate
eggs for the children, toys plus pampers.

During lockdown the safe houses had seen an
increase in their numbers due to the rise of
domestic violence.

These donations were made possible from our
wonderful staff volunteering and our partnerships
with Y's Men Denmark, Y's Men International and Y
USA World Service.

This initiative of ours was also appreciated by the
Prime Minister of Kosovo, Albin Kurti, through a
post on his official Facebook page.

We are very proud that our work in Kosovo was
recognized by the UN Youth Envoy Jayathma
Wickramanayake, in the April  edition of her blog
'10 Young People Fighting COVID-19' as one of the
success stories in the world.

The article focuses on the digitalization of our
youth work and the numbers of young people
engaged online with a focus on our partnership
with UNICEF.

In April the YMCA movement received a message
from the Director-General of the World Health
Organization (WHO) Dr. Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus where he recognized the work that
YMCA is doing to engage youth and support the
community in dealing with the situation created
by COVID-19.

"It's vitally important to let young people know
that they can do a lot to protect their health and
the health of their families and the communities,”
he said.

YMCA staff transferred all youth activities to an
online format where we upgraded our digital
platforms to handle the numbers. 

Every week over 50 groups/sessions/meetings of
young people are taking place. All youth sessions
in the municipalities of Prishtina, Peja, Junik,
Decan, Gjakova and Rahovec are happening.
Hundreds of young people continue to have access
to their YMCA activities and are participating in
online learning for all the projects we run.



2020 was the 75th anniversary year of the United
Nations,  and in July in partnership with the United
Nations Kosovo Team we held an event called “75
for 75” meaning 75 minutes of discussion for 75
years with the main focus on youth.

Our panelists shared their perspectives for the
future of young people and what institutions are
doing to support youth locally and globally. The
panel included Ms. Jayathma Wickramanayake,
United Nations Secretary-General's Envoy on
Youth, Ms. Ulrika Richardson, Development
Coordinator in Kosovo, our own CEO Dorina Lluka
plus  Engelbert Zefaj, Deputy Minister of Culture,
Youth, and Sports in Kosovo and Marigona Shabiu,
Executive Director of Youth Initiative for Human
Rights. The panel was moderated by our past
President Besnik Leka and was broadcast live on
social media. 

IAlso in June while joining the digital campaign
our staff and volunteers also gave out masks and
handwash in the centre of Prishtina to raise
awareness about the pandemic and social
distancing. 

In June we joined forces with other organizations
to promote safety in pandemic times, protecting
the health of citizens, and adhering to the
recommendations of institutions should be a
priority for all.

 The campaign #VendoseMasken aimed to raise
the awareness of the citizens of Kosovo on the
importance of using masks in public places. This
campaign started  with a symbolic action through
the distribution of some masks.
 Together with the Civikos Platform, Artpolis - Art
and Community, Democracy Plus, KCSF, and PEN -
Peer Educators Network we have distributed
masks in multiple locations across the capital. 

In June we released a webinar series through our
social media channels. Each project had invited
guests throughout the lockdown period to keep
our members and fans active., but to also discuss
serious issues related to our project's aims.
The webinars included a cooking show from young
volunteers, a discussion about hate speech,
preparation for applying to UPSHIFT, a multiethnic
discussion on peace & tolerance, and starting up a
social enterprise. 
All webinars can be viewed on our Youtube
channel.



DDuring January the team held financial training for 5

winning groups of UPSHIFT from 2020 and young people

were then given money to start implementing their ideas

which included a geography classroom in a local school and

a digital tourism project.

In February the team started outreach sessions in all the

high schools of Gjakova where they promoted the

organization, HUB, and upcoming initiatives to young

people. In March the team had to switch to digital activities

and this continued through the rest of 2020.- despite the

challenges, we still managed to complete everything as

planned. We also piloted two new projects, "transform"

where young people learned about how to write a cv, cover

letter, how to work in a team, critical thinking, and solving

problems. This project aims to equip young people ready for

the workplace. Our second project "Ecosphere" focused on

climate change, recycling, air pollution, and natural

disasters. Both had a successful first run, despite the

pandemic.

We organized a second Podium during August, again online

because of restrictions and 5 groups were chosen to be

supported financially. Some of the successful ideas include

raising awareness for bullying, Covid-19 awareness, and

renovating “Ali Podrimja” park.

INNOVATION HUB

A second UPSHIFT was held in winter with 10 different youth

solutions supported. Some of the successful ideas were

“Kandi inovativ” -an idea to make a better common space

young in their school, “Kabineti i Pergjitshem” to make

practice space for medicine in another high school and “Ne

mundemi se bashku” a group to help children from Roma,

Ashkali and Egyptian communities to do additional classes

to raise the level of academic success for these children.

Also during October, we organized an “Activate Talks Event”

to mark World Mental Health Day. The event was held

online and we invited experts of the field to talk in a panel

about the importance of taking care of personal mental

health. We also had young leaders from the projects share

their experience and our YMCA Ambassador Florent Abrashi

shared why this is more important than ever. 

In December we organized the “LEGO Challenge Event” that

was dedicated to young people who want to be challenged

with a very interesting game that develops creativity, critical

thinking, and competition. Taking protective measures

against COVID-19, and encouraging participants to stay in

their homes, the event was organized online, so each

participant competed from their home with their sister or

brother, and during the competition, they sent photos and

videos to prove their work and creativity.

We reached 1616 young people through Innovation HUB

Gjakova.





YMI PROGRAM
YMCA has continued working with the YMI program in

partnership with CARE International to advocate for the

importance of life skills education. 

School workshops
More than 200 young people from “Gjin Gazulli” high

school in Pristina have been part of the weekly session

held on the school premises, in total there were around

80 school workshops organized by our staff. Of course,

after the pandemic hit our country all these workshops

have been reorganized online through Zoom and

Google classroom. During these workshops, we have

discussed topics such as gender, sex, sexuality

definitions, labels, breaking stereotypes, drugs, alcohol,

mental health, sexual and reproductive health, anger

management, and promoting a healthy lifestyle. 

Be a Man club members have continued with their

regular meetings where they had the chance to meet

every week for discussion as well as to plan campaigns,

activities, and leadership programs. This group is made

of 20 young people from Pristina. Activities included

Leadership training, Outdoor meetings in the park,

sports, museum visit, and yoga. 

Social campaigns
During 2020 YMCA has organized different campaigns to promote life skills education and a healthy lifestyle.

We have marked International Day of Youth, Mental Health Day, International Girl Child Day, International Day

of Happiness, International Day of Yoga, International Day of Health, International Day of Woman, etc. 

"Polling Research Street Action" was presented in Pristina Main Square and in front of the Ministry of Education

and Science, with the data from the research for the inclusion of the subject "Skills for Life" in high schools.

Statistics derived from this research have shown that education in Kosovo needs to take concrete action on the

life skills offered to young people.

 

“16 Days of Activism” was organized this year with video messages from different activists and stakeholders

working on gender issues in Kosovo, as well as artists, media representatives, and young people. We have

recorded and shared 16 videos with messages against gender-based violence.

 

“YMI Podcasts” were recorded to promote a healthy lifestyle among young people. We wanted to provide some

good content of conversations with topics such as “Non-formal education and youth”, “Gender, sex, and

sexuality”, “Drugs and youth”, “Sexual and reproductive health”, etc. In total there were 7 episodes recorded, we

have seen this as a good tool to reach more young people through social media with experts of the fields

explaining why it is important to stay informed about issues that affect young people in Kosovo.

 

“Turn on knowledge! Turn off hate!” Is a regional campaign that promotes peace and no hate speech. We have

launched this campaign with a webinar with the topic "The use of hate speech as a form of extremism against

marginalized groups." In this meeting were invited the Director of the organization CEL, a representative of the

Kosovo Women's Network, and media representatives.

 

The other activity is a street action by Be Man Club members in the Pristina main square. They have organized a

questionnaire related to non-violence and peace and asked people in the streets for this question and people

that were positive they have given them some promotion materials with messages from the campaign.





George Williams Award: Ken Montgomery
 

Service Awards: Nick Nightingale & Adrian Davies
 

Volunteer of the Year: Lira Shabi
 

Young Volunteer of the Year: Rona Kingji
 

Young Leader of the Year: Anda Kumnova
 

The project of the Year: Leadership Project
 

Attendee of the Year: Agon Goqi
 
 
 

External awards
Peja Municipality recognised Agon Goqi's volunteer contributions

For more detailed information of the  past Awards, you can visit our website: 
www.ymcakosovo.com





FINANCIAL SUMMARY

2020
€

 

 

392
114,693
2,568

-

117,653
 

 

 

40,820
33,414
19,479
17,241
89,333

200, 287
 

314,772
 

 

 

 

-

711
379
69

1,159
 

 

97,383
97,383

 

 

219,399
-

-

219,399
 

 

317,941

ASSETS
Current assets

Cash in hand
Cash in the bank
Stock
Other receivables
Total Liquid assets

Long Term Assets

Land
Buildings
Vehicles
Inventory
Investment of the camp
Total Long Term assets

Total Assets

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Pension Contributions
Salary tax
Rent tax payable
Total short term liabilities

Long term liabilities
Reserves (deferred revenue)

Total long term liabilities

EQUITY
Fund
Retained earnings
Other reserves
Total equity

Total Liabilities and equity

2019
€

 

 

1,028
34,840
6,267

-

42,135
 

 

 

40,820
34,293
16,883
15,258
89,333

196,587
 

238,722
 

 

 

 

3,454
672
306
112

4,544
 

 

46,493
46,493

 

 

187,685
-

-

187,685
 

 

238,722



Revenue

Revenues from donors abroad
Revenues from donors in country
Revenues from retail

Donations
Total revenues

Operational expenses
Personal expenses
Gross Salaries
Pension insurance contributions
Total personnel expenses

Total operational expenses

Total expenses

2020

151,027
6,836

16,060

15,313
189,236

61,758
2,973

64,731

43,581

189,236

SUMMARY
This year we have again seen an increase in our shop income- sales have increased across all
months and this could be due to the pandemic restrictions and people having extra money to
spend at home. The second shop in Prishtina didn't really play a role in the increased income.

Through the support of the IPA grant has meant a significant increase in cash in the bank. It
needs to be noted that the fund is for a two-year project. 

The operational expenses continue to be higher, this is due to the expansion of projects and
mainly staffing. This will again increase next year with more funding already approved for 2021.
While the report indicates that the majority of our project income is from international sources
a deeper dive shows different international missions within Kosovo (embassies and
International organizations have contributed significantly there).

The assets once again do not include the developments that were investments from national
ministries -this is due to the pandemic stopping progress but also due to national elections
that have taken place over the last year, significantly stopping the building progress. 

A full independent Auditor report was carried out by 

Nimon Zenili, Legal Auditor
"Skenderbeu" Str.No.17
50,000 Gjakova
Republic of Kosovo

Full report available at www.ymcakosovo.com
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MINISTRY OF CULTURE, YOUTH & SPORT
MINISTRY OF REGIONAL DEVLOPMENT
EUROPEAN UNION
Y' MENETTE DENMARK
Y USA
Y'S MEN INTERNATIONAL
SWISS EMBASSY
UNICEF
CARE INTERNATIONAL
YMCA GERMANY
USA EMBASSY
Y'S MEN GJAKOVA
UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Y'S MEN DENMARK
IPKO FOUNDATION

DONORS

WEBINAR SPEAKERS
ADELINA TËRSHANI
BLERT MORINA
DARDAN HOTI 
MERITON BINAKAJ 

TIMUR RAMIQI 
DION DEVA 

BUJAR ZATRIQI 
ELSA HAXHIJA 

HAVE DERVISHAJ 

IANA MIOCHKINA 

DARKO DIMITRIJEVIC 

DRITON BAJRAKTARI 
INDIRA KARTALLOZI 
MENTOR MORINA

SUPPORTERS 

PEJA MUNICIPALITY
GJAKOVA MUNICIAPLITY
JUNIK MUNICIPALITY
DECAN MUNICIPALITY
RAHOVEC MUNICIPALITY
WORLD YMCA
YMCA EUROPE
HOLSTEBRO NØDHJÆLP

THANK YOU 

UPSHIFT & PODIUM MENTORS
DREN BUZA
ADENIT HOTI
LIRIDONA DEMAJ
ARBRIE PALUSHI
BESFORT GOLAJ
ARBNORE NOKAJ
XHENIS BEHLULI
LABERION ZEBICA
ENDRIT TEMAJ
ALBION PNISHI
RAIMONDA KITAJ
LEONITA BEKAJ
GETOARBA PROKSHAJ
NAKIBE TOPANICA
ERMIRA FERIZI
EGZONA BOKSHI
TAULANT BINXHIU
MERITON BINAKAJ
MAJLINDA BEHRAMI
NJOMZA SALLAUKA
DIELLZA OLLURI
ARDIANA KITAJ
FLORENT OSMANI
SHPAT KOZGORI
KRISTIAN LLESHI
GENTIANA MEHMETI
GENTIANA IBRA
NJOMZE HAZIRAJ
BLERTE HAZIRAJ
MELIZA QORRAJ
QENDRESA HARAQIA
MARIGONA BAJRAMI





BOARD MEMBERS
PETRIT BEJDONI (President)
AURON KADRIJA (Vice President)
DOMINIK DEMAJ (Treasurer)
RINOR HASI 
ZANA JAHA
DEA BEJTULLAHU
DRENUSHA ROGOVA
ELDA BRADA (stepped back)

AMBASSADOR
 FLORENT ABRASHI

STAFF
 DORINA LLUKA-DAVIES (CEO)

DORINA GLLOXHANI
ERINA ARLLATI
ADHURIM BEKAJ
FËLLANZA TARAKU
VALENTINA MURATI
DORUNTINA GOLAJ
YLLI ALIJA
AVNORA MORINA
ALMA SPAHIJA BROVINA
ELMA NUSHI
FLORIJE LLUKA
ALMA  SPAHIJA BROVINA
ELMA NUSHI
MERGIME BERBERI
 

LOCAL YMCA VOLUNTEERS (OVER 18)
LIRIDON BUNJAKU
ANDI KËPUSKA
JORA PRUTHI
ALBA SAHATQIJA
LUIZA KOSHI
NDRIQIM DOLI
RREZE SYLHASI
DEA KUMNOVA
ART HOXHA
DIONA ZHUBI
SIBORA CANHASI
DRILON ROGOVA
ELI VULA
ALTIN HAFIZJAHA
DIELLZA POZHEGU
GERTI SHEHDADI
INVA SHASIVARI
ADELA BYTYQI
MELISA MULLAHASNI

OUR TEAM

VOLUNTEERS CONTINUED
DIONIS KOLLÇAKU
LIRA SHABI
VESA VUTHI
AGON GOQI
LUM KURAJA
ERZË AHMETI
EGZONA HYSENAJ
RINA DERMAKU
DEA JANUZI
ADI DAVIES

OUR NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

OUR PEER TRAINERS
OUR YOUTH AMBASSADORS

PAST PRESIDENTS
BESNIK LEKA
MILOT FERIZI

THANK YOU TO ALL THE STAFF WHO MOVED 

ON OVER THE LAST YEAR.
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